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In 1991, Mark Weiser at Xerox PARC laid out an ambitious
vision for computing in the 21st century that came to be known as
Ubiquitous Computing. Assuming availability of the computing
infrastructure, Weiser defined a paradigm for interaction inspired
by constant access to information and services. Specifically it dealt
with three themes: natural interfaces, context aware applications,
and automated access. Through incredible advances by
researchers around the world over the past 15 years, several of the
seminal ideas from Weiser's vision are already part of our
everyday life: PDAs, WiFi, the portable computing paradigm, the
Blackberry, text messaging. As we move in 21st century, it is
important to explore whether a new parallel paradigm of equal
magnitude is occurring in imaging, which we define as Ubiquitous
Imaging. In this talk, we will explore the opportunities around
Ubiquitous Imaging starting from history by comparative analysis
with Ubiquitous computing, and assess whether we are there, and
explore challenges in this new emerging area.
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